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	HTML5 & CSS3 For The Real World, 9780987467485 (0987467484), SitePoint Pty Ltd, 2015

	
		HTML5 and CSS3 for the Real World is your perfect introduction to the latest generation of web technologies. This easy-to-follow guide covers everything you need to know to get started today. You'll master the semantic markup available in HTML5, as well as how to use CSS3 to create amazing-looking websites without resorting to complex workarounds.

	
		You'll learn how to:

		
			Lose that pesky Flash habit by embracing native HTML5 video
	
			Set type that truly supports your message
	
			Build intelligent web forms that users will love!
	
			Design modern web apps the shine on mobile devices
	
			Create dynamic, efficient graphics on the fly with SVG and canvas
	
			Use shiny new APIs to add geolocation and offline functionality
	
			Build your own full featured HTML5 website, the HTML5 Herald


	
		This easy-to-follow guide is illustrated with lots of examples, and leads readers through the process of creating great websites from start to finish using HTML5 and CSS3.
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PHP and MySQL: Create - Modify - ReuseWrox Press, 2008
I ’ m especially amazed at how the Internet has grown and evolved over the past decade or so. It has grown from a collection of static text documents connected by a few hyperlinks to a platform for delivering rich, distributed applications. And when it comes time to develop these web - based applications, many programmers are choosing PHP and...

		

Active Directory By the Numbers: Windows Server 2003By the Numbers Publications, 2004
This text takes you step-by-step through the fascinating world of inter-connected computing. Learn the basics, how to keep client computers up to date, back up servers, protect servers from viruses, and much more.

Windows Server 2003, Microsoft’s newest server operating system, builds upon the legendary scalability and flexibility...


		

Third-Party JavaScriptManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Third-Party JavaScript guides web developers through the complete development of a full-featured third-party JavaScript application. You'll learn dozens of techniques for developing widgets that collect data for analytics, provide helpful overlays and dialogs, or implement features like chat or...






	

The Hacker's Handbook: The Strategy Behind Breaking into and Defending NetworksAuerbach Publications, 2003
In many ways, this is almost the hardest chapter to pen in this book; in writing
this, I am forced to relive the many occasions on which I have stood in
a bookstore leafing through a technical book, trying to determine its value
to the technical “excursion” I am currently embarked on. I generally start
with the...

		

The School of History: Athens in the Age of SocratesUniversity of California Press, 2000
History, political philosophy, and constitutional law were born in Athens in the space of a single generation--the generation that lived through the Peloponnesian War (431-404 b.c.e.). This remarkable age produced such luminaries as Socrates, Herodotus, Thucydides, Sophocles, Euripides, Aristophanes, and the sophists, and set the stage for the...


		

Code Centric: T-SQL Programming with Stored Procedures and TriggersApress, 2001

	If you want to learn how to write stored procedures and triggers for Microsoft SQL Server, Code Centric: T-SQL Programming with Stored Procedures and Triggers is the book for you. Youll learn real-world coding and how to build non-trivial applications. All of the examples covered in the book are available for download, making it easier...
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